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Agenda
• 501(r) Compliance Reminders
• Unrelated Business Income (UBI) and Joint
Ventures
• Physician Contracts – Loan vs Compensation
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
Update
 Notice 2014-2
 Notice 2014-3
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
• Common Issues
 IRC §501(r)(4)(A)(ii) – Financial Assistance Policy (FAP)
should explain the basis for amounts that will be
charged to financial assistance-eligible patients
 IRC §501(r)(4)(A)(v) – FAP should state the measures
hospital will take to publicize its FAP within the
community served by the hospital
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
 IRC §501(r)(5) – A tax-exempt hospital is not allowed
to charge a financial assistance-eligible patient more
than the amounts generally billed (AGB) to patients
having insurance covering such care
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
• Make certain that your CHNA and
Implementation Strategy will include
documentation required to complete Schedule H
of the Hospital’s Form 990
• Can you sit with your CHNA document and
Implementation Strategy and check ‘Yes’ to
questions on Schedule H?
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
• New requirements for hospitals:
 Report on Form 990 description of how hospital is
addressing needs identified in each CHNA &
description of any needs not being addressed with
reasons why needs are not being addressed
 Attach most recently adopted implementation
strategy to Form 990
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501(r) Compliance Reminders
• As we await final regulations for Section 501(r), it
is important to remember:
 Treasury Secretary is required to review at least once
every three years the community benefit activities of
each tax-exempt hospital
 Presumably through review of Form 990, Schedule H
 Be aware of additional detailed requirements in final
regs – policies could need changes
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• General overview of Unrelated Business Income
(UBI)
 Trade or business – profit motive
 Regularly carried on
 Not substantially related to performance of exempt
functions
 Form 990-T is open to public inspection
 Summary of 990-T information is also shown on page
1 of Form 990
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Joint Ventures
 Highly scrutinized
 Abundant information on Form 990 allows IRS to
analyze joint ventures
• Joint venture policy
• Schedule H, Part IV
• Schedule R

 S Corporation income is always UBI
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Joint Venture (JV) income – UBI or not?
 Look through test
• Does participation in the JV further a charitable purpose?
• Does the JV allow the charity to act exclusively to further its
exempt purposes and only incidentally benefit for-profit
partners?
• Who “controls” the JV?
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Redlands Surgical Services v. Commissioner, 113 TC 47 (1999)





Lack of control (only had veto power)
Private benefit to the for-profit partners
Overlap of patients with the hospital not demonstrated
Promotion of health was not demonstrated to be the primary activity
of the JV
 Hospital had no control over vital aspects of the operations, such as
quality
 Non-compete served the private interests of the for-profit investors
 No dispute resolution and all votes required majority vote, which
Redlands did not have
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Revenue Ruling 98-15
 Situation 1: exempt org forms hospital LLC with a for-profit
• Exempt org has majority voting control on the board
• Governing documents explicitly state that charitable purpose of LLC is to promote health
and will satisfy community benefit standard for community as a whole
• Return of capital and distributions made in proportion to ownership interests
• JV only incidentally benefits for-profit partners

 Situation 2: exempt org forms hospital LLC with a for-profit
• Exempt org and for-profit have equal voting control on the board
• Governing documents state that charitable purpose of LLC is to operate health care
facilities (no stated obligation to serve charitable purposes for whole community)
• Return of capital and distributions made in proportion to ownership interests
• More than incidental benefit to for-profit partners
• Exempt org can’t initiate activities without approval of for-profit since doesn’t have
majority vote
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Revenue Ruling 2004-51
 Exempt university forms LLC with for-profit to provide training
programs
• University and for-profit have equal voting power on the board
• Governing documents state that sole purpose of LLC is to offer virtual teacher
training seminars, which are similar to seminars conducted by university
• University has exclusive right to approve curriculum and training materials
• Virtual seminars allow university to reach individuals who otherwise could not
travel to university campus
• Return of capital and distributions made in proportion to ownership interests
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Creation of JV Policy
 Purpose
 Applicability
 Policies & Procedures
•
•
•
•

Charitable Purposes & Effect
Economic Terms
Prohibited Activities
Required Approvals

 Amendments to Policy
 Reference to Other Policies – Excess Benefit, Conflict of
Interest, etc.
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UBI and Joint Ventures
• Entity creation decisions







Do you need a separate entity?
What kind of entity should it be?
Who should own the entity?
Who should manage the entity?
Do governing documents have necessary language?
Will the JV create unwanted UBI?
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• Loan vs Compensation
 Debtor/Creditor Relationship
• Intention of Recipient/Employee to repay
• Intention of Lender/Employer to force repayment
• Intentions must exist at the time advances are made

 Advance Payments for Future Services
• Employee is to “repay” employer through performance of
future services
• No debtor/creditor relationship
• Compensation
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• Factors determining intentions










Will employee forego payments for future periods?
Lack of substantial repayments of interest and principal?
Is employee financially unable to repay at the time of the advance?
Is employee performing services without compensation or at a
reduced salary?
Is the loan unconditional and not contingent on future events?
Lack of definite plans or schedules for repayment and failure of
employer to take any action to enforce repayment?
Are the advances secured?
Has the employer deducted the amount of the advance?
Does employee have discretion to decide when advances are to be
repaid?
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• The Vancouver Clinic, Inc. (DC WA 4/09/2013) 111 AFTR 2d
 Facts: Clinic is a professional services corp that provides medical
treatments. Clinic entered into “Associate Physician Loan
Agreements” with newly hired physicians to facilitate recruitment and
retention. Each agreement requires physicians to work for Clinic for 5
years in exchange for 2 advances during the first and second years of
employment. The physicians only have to repay the advances if they
break their contract to remain employed 5 years. The advances accrue
interest at the prime rate, but the physicians aren’t required to pay
any interest. Clinic didn’t withhold income or payroll tax on the
advances or report them on a Form W-2, but rather reported the
income to the physicians on Form 1099 at the time of “forgiveness”
under the Agreement.
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• The Vancouver Clinic, Inc. (cont.)
 Decision: Easily concluded the advances were in fact compensation;
Since the advances were in fact wages, Clinic was required to go back
and withhold the appropriate employment and income taxes and
report them on Forms W-2 in the tax period in which they were made.
 Facts showed the parties did not actually intend repayment
 Expectation was the physicians would fulfill their promise to work 5
years and the advances would be forgiven
 No fixed schedule for repayment existed at the time the agreements
were signed
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• A bona fide loan does not give rise to taxable
income to the recipient/employee
• Advances to recipients/employees for future
services are taxable and should be included in
income in the year which they are received
 Include in W-2 (subject to P/R taxes) or 1099
 Regardless of any contingent obligation to repay
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• Commonly asked questions
 Employee vs Independent Contractor
• Determination - Most likely an employee if…
 Physician does not have a private practice
 Hospital pays straight wages to physician
 Hospital provides supplies and professional support staff
 Hospital bills for physician services
 Percentage division of physician fees with the hospital or vice versa
 Hospital regulation of, or right to control physician
 Physician’s uniform bearing hospital name or insignia
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• Commonly asked questions (cont.)






Relocation Costs
Signing Bonus
Income Subsidy
Physicians in residence – Stipend
Student Debt
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Physician Contracts - Loan vs Compensation
• Physician Contracts – Things to Consider
 What is your intention?
 If Loan – are you confident you meet the tests to pass
the debtor/creditor test?
 If Compensation – has it been correctly reported?
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Questions?
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Thank you for attending!
If you have any further questions…
Contact Information:

Amber Sherrill, CPA
Senior Manager
Tax – Healthcare/NFP
501.372.1040
asherrill@bkd.com
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